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Many instances of contrast development are readily and thoroughly accounted for by solely 

phonetically- and phonologically-based pressures on the contrasting segments. However, it has 

been long noticed that there is a number of cases where such accounts are not sufficient, and the 

explanation lies in a different part of the system. We will discuss several examples from diachronic 

Slavic phonology, such as compensatory lengthening (CL), vowel reduction, and palatalization, to 

address the functional pressures on contrast from within the inventory organization (Liljencrants 

and Lindblom 1972, Hall 2011), as well as the informational pressures outside of the phonological 

systems altogether, such as the functional load of contrast (Jakobson 1931, Wedel et al. 2013; 

Cohen Priva 2012), in an attempt to address the actuation problem (Weireich et al. 1968) and to 

construct a possible typology of functional explanations. 

De Chene and Anderson (1979) have argued that independent length contrast is a necessary 

condition for the phonologization of vowel length through CL, which is supported by the historical 

development of CL in Slavic (Kavitskaya 2002, 2017). The absence of vowel reduction in 

Bosnian-Croatian-Serbian (BCS) has been connected to the presence of the phonologically 

contrastive vowel length (Lehiste and Ivić 1986, Browne 1993). Both of these cases are explained 

by the structure of the phonological inventory of the languages in question, which either provides 

a precondition for the phonologization of a contrast or prevents it. 

 The development of Slavic palatalization provides a case of the outside pressures on contrast 

development (Iskarous and Kavitskaya 2010, 2018; Kavitskaya and Wandl forthcoming, Wandl 

and Kavitskaya 2022). It illustrates that the functional load of the contrast as well as its integration 

into a correlation of plain-palatalized consonant pairs were instrumental for the preservation of the 

/r/ : /rj/ contrast in Slavic. However, the reconstructed /r/ : /rj/ contrast is preserved only in a few 

contemporary Slavic languages, such as Russian, Ukrainian, Eastern Bulgarian, and Upper and 

Lower Sorbian, e.g., Ru /rat/ ‘glad’ : /rjat/ ‘row’. In other Slavic languages, it is either lost, e.g., 

Slovene, BCS, or preserved in a different manner, e.g., *marjā ‘sea-gen.sg’ > Cz mo[r̝]a, Po 

mo[ʒ]a. We notice that this rare contrast has been preserved only in those languages that acquired 

additional palatalization contrasts in positions other than the jotation context. This correlation is 

not coincidental, and in addition to the phonetic strategies, there are functional pressures, such as 

both the functional load of the contrast and the structure of the consonant inventory at the time 

when the contrast is introduced, that are crucial for the for the contrast preservation.  
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